
Introduction to Discovering our Faith Through Story 

and Play 
  

The stories included here in Discovering Our Faith Through Story and Play are the 

stories that helped me learn how to be a Friend (a process that is never quite complete).  

Each story illustrates a theme or core concept in Quakerism. By storytelling with all ages 

present, we are extending the oral tradition which, in turn, reveals and defines our 

community values and history.  Storytelling teaches children while reminding adults.  

Fortunately, stories are also entertaining for all. 

   

Originally, I collected these stories for sale with play figures. All references to little 

people or play figures remain in this informal Discovering Our Faith curriculum.  These 

play figures may be ordered from Mary Snyder at:  dutchhaven38@gmail.com       

 

Because Quakerism is a biblically based religion, several Bible stories are also included 

in this packet.  These biblical lessons are based on Sofia Cavalletti’s application of 

Montessori methods to religious education for children who came to the Vatican in 

Rome.  American theologian,  Jerome Berryman, studied with Cavalletti and built on 

what she started. Here, the Shepherd and Sheep presentation is most like Cavelletti’s 

approach with each sheep taking the name of a child.  The Christmas story plans use a 

similar class structure.  However, entering the story by telling our family birth stories is 

my own contribution.     

 

Friends are also becoming involved in this style of foundational story presentation. For a 

more careful and much deeper approach to Quaker religious education using concrete 

materials, try to attend a workshop.  See www.fgcquaker.org/faithandplay for more 

information.    

  

Observing what children do and say with a story offers the opportunity for discernment of 

where children are in their interests and development.  “Play is a child’s work,” said 

Piaget, and through this “work” we adults may share our faith with children.   

 

What makes this approach to religious education so much fun is helping and encouraging 

older children and teens to share where they are in their journey through play and drama 

and art. Remember, it is the act of making a play or working with a favorite art media that 

makes a story one’s own.  Displaying art work; doing a puppet show or performing a play 

for the entire meeting creates connections. 

 

 Continuing the oral tradition, now with play figures and other tactile aids, and 

responding to the story through art and drama extend a wonderful invitation to discover 

the faith that is within each of us.  Enjoy!              

       Mary Snyder     

         46084 238
th

 Street 

Wentworth, SD 57075  

dutchhavenf38@gmail.com 

For more information visit my website: 

http://discoveringourfaith.com 
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